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Abstract: This paper presents the individual parameters of the selected railway corridors in the 

selected country. Particularly, it describes the specific features of selected corridors in this country, 

summarizes their capacity, as well as proposes the methodology in order to specify the capacity of 

given railway section. The outcome is represented by the calculation of the appropriate railway 

section capacity implemented on the particular railway corridor in the selected EU country. 
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1. Introduction 

Conception of railway corridors is one element in order to support the objectives of the “White 

paper 2011 - Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource 

efficient transport system”. Establishing the competitive railway market in the European area can 

allow for strengthening the position of railway transport [1]. 

Currently, it is possible to notice a growing trend of utilizing road transport. Road transport is 

especially effective for its flexibility, however the railway sections capacity is its deficiency. The 

negative effect on the environment, including increasing frequency of congestion, increasing noise 

and the construction of the road network and land occupation are other important features. Transport 

safety is closely related to the damage caused when operating road transport. Road safety with 

advancing is dramatically decreased, due to the increase of traffic accidents [2-4]. 

Development and support of the automobile industry in the Slovak Republic has synergic effect 

on use and development of combined transport. The inclusion of track lines from net of Slovak 

railways has an important purpose in order to ensure the speed and high-quality railway connection 

among European seaports and intermodal terminals in Slovak Republic.  
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General railway operation (passenger and freight) on the railway corridors can cause several 

issues: construction of the railway traffic diagram (trains path for passenger trains and freight 

trains), consumption capacity of the track lines or operation issues [5-8]. 

2. Specific Features of Selected Corridors in the Selected Country 

Accessing the railway market allows to enter new railway operators to the railway network. In order 

to optimize the utilization of this network and ensure its reliability, it is inevitable to establish 

additional procedures for strengthening the cooperation on alignment of international train journeys 

for freight trains among infrastructure managers [9-11].  

The establishing international railway corridors, creating the European railway network for 

competitive cargo, needs to be performed in a way equivalent with the trans-European Transport 

Network (TEN-T) and/or the European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) corridors. 

To that end, the coordinated development of the networks is necessary, and in particular, in regard 

to the integration of the international corridors for railway cargo into the existing TEN-T and the 

ERTMS corridors [2,3]. 

The planned measures to improve the performance and capacity of railway transport should 

have small impact on users of railway transport. Thus, it is necessary to include all the planned 

measures to the establishment plan. And also, all planned measures, which should have impact to 

less capacity of infrastructure, must be regularly published or discussed with the infrastructure 

managers [2,3,12]. 

The management of railway corridors should also include procedures for the alignment of the 

infrastructure capacity for international freight trains performing on such corridors. Those 

procedures should recognize the necessity for capacity of other types of transport, including 

passenger transport [13,14]. 

As for the area of the Slovak Republic, three railway corridors are placed: 

 railway corridor RFC 5,  

 railway corridor RFC 7,  

 railway corridor RFC 9. 

2.1 Features of the Railway Corridor 5 

Railway corridor RFC 5 (Baltic – Adriatic corridor) makes connection between Nord part of Europe 

(Baltic Sea) and South part of Europe (port of Khoper in Slovenia). Corridor passes cross countries: 

Poland, Slovak Republic, Austria, Italy and Slovenia. 
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On the network of the Slovak railways entry point of corridor, the station Skalité from Poland 

railway network is considered to be the cross-border station and cross-border station Devínska Nová 

Ves to Austrian railway network is the exit point. In figure 1, the RFC 5 in the Slovak Republic is 

showed. 

 
Fig. 1 Railway corridor 5 on the Slovakian railways network. Source: [authors] 

In figure 2, an overview of number of trains on the RFC 5 in the Slovak Republic is processed. 

RFC 5 in the Slovak Republic is double track, without short track section Čadca –Skalité (single 

track). Operation on the RFC 5 is mixed and consists of passenger and freight transport. According 

to the Regulation (EU) No 913/2010 [5], this is not an ideal situation. General operation (passenger 

and freight) on the corridors can cause a large consumption of the railway infrastructure capacity. 

 

Fig. 2 An overview of regular trains of passenger and freight transport regarding the RFC 5. Source: 

[authors] 
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2.2 Features of the Railway Corridor 7 

Rail freight corridor 7 connects middle Europe (city of Prague) and east part of Europe (Black sea). 

Corridor passes through the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Hungary, and Romania with a 

branch via the Bulgaria and Greece.  

Cross-border station Kúty Gr. represents the entry point of the RFC 7 on the railways network 

in the Slovak Republic and cross-border station Štúrovo Gr. is the exit point. Figure 3 illustrates the 

corridor map of this corridor. 

 
Fig. 3 Railway corridor 7 on the Slovak railways network. Source: [authors] 

On the railway corridor 7 in the Slovak Republic, passenger and freight railway operations are 

common and this railway section is double track. Analysis of transport volume on this corridor is 

vividly shown in figure 4.  

 

Fig. 4 An overview of regular trains of passenger and freight transport regarding the RFC 7. Source: 

[authors] 
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2.3 Features of the Railway Corridor 9 

Railway corridor 9 connects the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. Cross-border station 

Čierna nad Tisou is the initial point of this corridor 9 and cross-border station Lúky pod Makytou 

Gr. is the exit point in the Slovak railways network.  

The RFC 9 in the Slovak Republic is illustrated in following figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Railway corridor 9 on the Slovak railways network. Source: [authors] 

On this corridor in the Slovak Republic, passenger and freight railway operations are common. 

An overview of the transport volume in the railway corridor 9 is showed in figure 6. This corridor is 

also double track. 

 

Fig. 6 An overview of regular trains of passenger and freight transport regarding the RFC 9. Source: 

[authors] 
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3. Data and Methods 

For railway transport, railway section capacity has a lot of definitions, however, the most explicit 

one is: Railway section capacity is the railway efficiency expressed in number of trains which are 

operated on particular railway infrastructure without compromised required quality of railway 

traffic [15-17]. This definition specifies the range of train service with respect to its quality. This 

firstly emphasizes importance of transport service quality and a fact that transport is executed 

mostly in stochastic conditions [2]. 

To specify the railway section capacity, following methods can be utilized [6,7,9,11,16,17]: 

 Graphic, 

 Analytical, 

 Simulation. 

For our purpose, in order to calculate the capacity of the railway corridors in the Slovak 

Republic, the graphic method was used. This method is related to determining the time of the 

railway section occupation [2,13,18,19].  

Draft methodology to specify the railway section capacity was based on the analysis of traffic 

diagram and consisted from nest steps [2,13,16,20]:  

1. calculating the total number of trains, 

2. specifying the total time of the railway section occupation, 

3. determining the average time of occupation per one train journey, 

4. calculating the total buffer time of trains, 

5. calculating the railway section capacity. 

4. Obtained Results 

Determining the railway section capacity has a considerable effect on transport operation of railway 

tracks. Appropriate capacity is important to organize the smooth and safe traffic. 

In our case study, specifying the railway section capacity is implemented on individual railway 

corridors on the Slovak railways network. It is calculated for each railway section separately. For 

better clarity, it is calculated the coefficient of railway capacity as well [16,21]. The coefficient is 

determined on the basis of the equation (see Eq. 1): 

 ccte = N/n*100,   [%] (1) 

where: ccte is coefficient of railway capacity [%], n is the railway section capacity [trains], N denotes 

the number of trains based on the timetable traffic diagrams [trains]. 
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Table 1 summarizes the obtained values of the railway section capacity for the RFC 5. First 

railway section Skalité - Čadca is only single track section, thus railway capacity value is specified 

for both directions. The highest consumption of corridor capacity is only approximately 55 %. 

Table 1 RFC 5 railway section capacity. Source: [authors] 

Section 
Limited track 

line section 

Capacity [trains] cccte [%] 

Even 

direction 

Odd 

direction 

Even 

direction 

Od 

direction 

Skalité – Čadca Čadca – Skalité 46 77 20.9 

Čadca – Žilina Čadca – Žilina 165 165 36.4 37.6 

Žilina – Púchov Žilina – Púchov 128 126 49.8 48.6 

Púchov – 

Bratislava 

Trnava – 

Bratisalava Rača 
192 184 43.8 47.3 

Bratislava – 

Devínska Nová Ves 

Devínska Nová Ves – 

Bratislava  
188 196 54.8 55 

 

Resulting values of the railway capacity of the railway corridor 7 are summarized in table 2. 

Capacity consumption on the corridor is not so high. The corridor tracks are used only on the 33.3 

% (or 55 % on the section Kúty – Bratislava). 

Table 2 RFC 7 railway section capacity. Source: [authors] 

Section 
Limited track 

line section 

Capacity [trains] cccte [%] 

Even 

direction 

Odd 

direction 

Even 

direction 

Od 

direction 

Kúty –  

Bratislava  

Devínska Nová Ves – 

Bratislava  
188 196 54.8 

Bratislava – 

Štúrovo 

Bratislava – 

Bratislava Vajnory 
173 171 35.4 33.3 

 

Table 3 includes obtained values of the railway section capacity for the RFC 9. Rail freight 

corridor 9 is the primary railway track in the Slovak Republic. Given this fact, the capacity 

consumption on this corridor is low. The highest value of capacity consumption is approx. 50 %. 

Table 1 RFC 9 railway section capacity. Source: [authors] 

Section 
Limited track 

line section 

Capacity [trains] cccte [%] 

Even 

direction 

Odd 

direction 

Even 

direction 

Od 

direction 

Čierna nad Tisou – 

Košice 

Čierna nad Tisou – 

Michaľany 
91 88 37.4 

Košice – 

Kraľovany 
Košice – Kysak 173 170 49.7 50.6 

Kraľovany – 

Púchov 
Žilina – Púchov 128 126 49.8 48.6 

Púchov – 

Lúky pod Makytou 

Púchov – 

Lúky pod Makytou 
178 169 17.4 16.5 
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5. Conclusion 

Results for specifying the railway sections capacity represents the appropriate capacity of railway 

corridors regarding freight transport, however, passenger and freight trains are operated on 

individual corridors.  

General operation has not great effect to capacity consumption on the railway corridors on the 

Slovak railways network. In case of transport volume increase, the railway infrastructure has a 

possibility to ensure the safety and smooth railway operation.  

These days, issue consists in the train journeys within the traffic diagram. If the traffic flows, in 

ideal case, move from road transport to railway transport, the current railway sections capacity will 

be insufficient.  

On the basis of the processed analysis, it can be concluded that the railway sections capacity in 

the Slovak republic is too low and railway infrastructure do not need the great financial measures 

regarding the complying the objectives of the Regulation (EU) 913/2010. However, the re-

construction of railway infrastructure in the Slovak Republic is inevitable in order to modernize and 

create the interoperability in regard to railway market in the European Union. 
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